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All geometry students know that every triangle can be in-

scribed in some circle and laboratory studies can be started in the 

middle and junior high school years to discover some exciting 

properties. 
At the vertices of the inscribed triangle, let us draw or 

construct tangents and let them 

intersect the opposite sides 

produced in points P, Q and R. 

These points seem to be collinear. 

Try again and again with all kinds 

of variations and we have a £_Q1!-

jecture to be studied by further 

examples and a. challenge for 

attempted proof. This can be done by 

A 

more advanced students even in the secondary school with sufficient 

background in similar triangles, properties of secants and tangents 

from an external point and the use of the Theorem of Menelaus 

converse.* 

* We must prove that • ;~ • = -1 , Now PC• PE = fl2, 
2 -2 AR CP = ERZ PAZ 12 

AQ • QE = QC , AR • RC = ER , whence - • - • = = _..., ·~2. • a. RC PE QA .111,; J:'E 
But from similar triangles ER/RC= AE/CE, PA/PE= AC/AE and 
QC/QA= CE/AC and the above expression becomes numerically 
equal to 1, The theorem follows, All these steps are within 
the capability of high school students and the Theorem of 
Menelaus can also be included in secondary school courses, 
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Now let us move to the study· of a non-regular hexagon (with no 

parallel sides) inscribed in a circle and let us produce the 

opposite sides AB and DE, 

BC and EF1 and CD and FA to 

meet in points P, Q and R 

respectively.· What do we 

observe about the three points 

P, Q and R? Let us try other 

non-regular hexagons inscribed 

in a circle and we have the 

conjec tu~e. that -the three -points' 

are col linear) This is known as the 

Theorem of Pas.cal and is anpther of the ·gems through which students 

can be introduced to beauty in geometry. It is proved in advanced 

geom~try, but , the argument makes use of ideas simiiar to those 

above. 

But now let us "let imagination take over." What happens as A 
and B approach each other and T · _ · 1 'f Q_ 
finally become coincident? The n '-,/\ ,.. 

secant AB b'ecomes the tangent 

AB ·and we have a pentagon inscribed 

in a circle with two pairs of 

opposite sides and a tangent at A=B 

opposite to side EF. And the three 

points P, Q and R remain col linear_ •. 

We have a theorem about .inscribed 

pentagons and a tangent at one of 

the vertices. 

Imagination suggests tha-t we go 

further: Sup·pose that -D' and E merge 

so that we have a -tangent -DE at- D. 

We now have the -quadrilateral BCDF 

with a tangent at B (the old secant 

AB) and a tangent at D (the old 

secant DE) inscribed in the circle. 
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affects the other categories, such as guiding pupils to 
develop more positive attitudes should assist learners to 
achieve at a more optimum rate in understandings and 
skills. 

Management systems of teaching~ !}.Qt: 

1. Advocate the use of open-ended general goals in teaching 

students. 

2. Emphasize ut il iz ing student-teacher planning in develop-

ing the mathematics curriculum_. 

3. Stress students making decisions in terms of activities 

and experiences. 

4. Permit learners to choose which objectives to attain. 

A Subject-Centered Curriculum 

Much emphasis is being placed upon the three R's in the 

curriculum (reading, writing, and arithmetic). The three R's then 

are essential learnings for all students. 

stressed in an essentialist curriculum. 

~eneral education is 

Arithmetic being one of the three R's needs to have a care-

fully developed scope and sequence. Each stµdent must attain 

optimally. Effective sequential objectives assist students 

individually to achieve as much as possible. Equally significant 

is scope. Vital learnings must be selected to emphasize scope, 

that is what is to be taught. 

An essentialist mathematics curriculum tends to stress subject 

matter to be learned by students. Subject matter, rather than an 

activity centered curriculum, becomes salient. Content, essential 

for all students, may well come from reput·able textbooks (single or 

multiple series) and workbooks. Sequential subject matter to be 

learned by students then is inherent in the textbooks and work-

books. A well developed manual provides 'the teacher with vital 

objectives, quality learning activities, and evaluation procedures. 
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What conjecture can we make as· we reduce the ·Pascal' Theorem to a 

figure concerning ·a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle and ·with 

tangents at opposite vertices? Indeed, perhaps we can ·not€ the 

possibility of four points being ·collinea'r. Proofs of the above 

cases can be pursued in much the -same manner as that for the 

Theorem of Pascal for circles mentioned above. 

We let our imagery continue. Suppose that points A and B 

merge to form the tangent at A=B, 

C and D coincide to form the tangent 

C-D ana now E and F coalesce to 

create the tangent at E=F. The 

Pascal Theorem which says that· if 
AB DE= P, BC EF = Q and CD FA= R 

then P, Q and Rare collinear still 
holds 'and we see --that our beginning 

theorem is a sp<i!cial case of the. 
more general Pascal Theorem for 

circles. What beauty there is in 

the study of "genealogy" of 

theorems and we have seen a good 
example. .This should be one of the 

uppermost aims of students and teachers of geometry. 

But this is not· all. If fillY of the figures above are drawn as 

transparencies and the projector is rotated from its original 

position so the image is far to the right or to the le.ft of the 

screen the circles become e!Hpses, but there is still collinearity 
of points P, Q and R and we/have possible theorems. There is 

no end to experimentation and the formulation of conjectures. 

Moreover, if the ellipse (conic) 

degenerates to two intersecting 

straight lines, the Pascal 

Theorem becomes the Theorem of 

Pappus and there is still 

collinearity., Junior high school 
students love to demonstrate this. 
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We have outlined a proof for a beautiful theorem concerning a 

triangle inscribed in a circle and the tangents at the vertices and 

have suggested that it is also a special case of the more general 

Pascal Theorem. Along the way were mentiop.ed perhaps less well-

known theorems about inscribed pentagons and quadrilaterals, We 

hope that we have been encouraged to look for a certain "genealogy" 

of theorems elsewhere, 
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Non-computational estimation can help children to solve 

problems at very early ages, especially because there are many 

problems in life which do not require computation or where computa-

tion is less efficient or inappropriate. It closely parallels the 

problem solving strategy of Guess and Check. Students estimate and 

then verify their guess by counting concrete objects or measuring 

with standard unit devices (rulers, scales, stopwatches, etc.). 

Proficiency in non-computational estimation is related to a 

technique used in behavior modification. After all, learning can 

be defined as a change in student behavior. With each repetition, 

the student makes successively closer approximations of the desired 

behavior. For example, a child makes an educated guess, Then, 

upon checking the guess against a standard, the child is able to 

form a benchmark in her. mind, so that she will be ab le to come 

closer to the actual measure on her next try at a similar task. 
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A Laboratory Approach 

Laboratory methods in teaching mathematics emphasize utilizing 

concrete materials. Thus, learners may measure length and width of 

regions to determine perimeters and areas. Weighing real objects 

and recording the weights also can be stressed in a laboratory 

setting. Finding the volume of diverse containers may be fascinat-

ing to involved learners. 

Pertaining to laboratory approaches, Grossnickle and Reckzah2 

wrote: 

Instruments of measurement are particularly well 
adapted for lab.oratory purposes in a mathematics class-
room. A pupil learns to use an instrument, such as a 
ruler, by making measurements, Similarly, he learns to 
read a scale, such as that on a thermometer, by observing 
and recording temperatures. Because of the great variety 
of measuring instruments, the teacher is faced with the 
problem of choosing those most appropriate for the 
classroom. The self-contained classroom should have many 
different measuring instruments that are used for a given 
grade level. This list indicates measuring instruments 
that should be in a mathematics laboratory: 
1. Quantity: abacus, adding machine, number charts, 

tallying devices, street numbers, fact finders, 
counting blocks. 

2. Lengths: ruler, yardstick, tape measure, meter 
stick, standards for measuring height, micrometer, 
protractor, speedometer, odometer. · 

3. Time: calendar, clock, watch, stopwatch, sundial, 
shadow stick, candle clock, hourglass, timetable, 
standard time chart. 

4, Value: coins, bills, checks, wampum, tax tokens, 
stamps, pr ice tags. 

5. Weight: postal scales, balances, spring scales, 
pressure gauges; height-weight charts, pictures of 
scales for weighing large amounts, labels showing 
weights of things. 

6. Area: square-inch cards, square-foot cards, maps. 
7. Volume: pint, quart, gallon measures; cup, tea-

spoon, tablespoon, cooking measures; peck and .bushel 
measures; rainfall gauge; cubic-inch blocks. 

·s. Temperature: thermometer, clinical thermometer, 
cooling thermometer. 

2Foster E. Grossnickle and John Reckzah, Discovering Meanings 
in Elementary School Mathematics. Sixth edition, New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973, pp. 33 and 34, 
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